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Giambattista Bodoni

1876-1944 | Italian | Futurism
Leader of Futurism, the poet also
communicated his theories visually
in a style that used daring
experimental type and layout.

1740-1830 | Italian| Typographer
Influenced by the Didot Foundry,
furthered Modern style. Less
adventurous in his contrasts.
Known for ‘Bodoni’.

Leonetto Cappiello

1875-1942 | Italian | Art Nouveau
Illustrations for popular magazines brought
graphic art to the public. Ahead of his time
with the use of the center striking image
with a simple product name.

Alphonse Mucha

1860-1939 | Art Nouveau
Czech poster artist with a
district style using elongated
figures, beautiful curvilinear
contour lines, and arabesque
patterns.

Futurism

Launched in Italy with an
essay published by Filippo
Marinetti called 'Manifesto
of Futurism.' Glorified
themes associated with
contemporary concepts of
the future. The aesthetic
used daringly expressive
typography & composition
that celebrated the noise,
repetition, and momentum
of machinery.

Theo van Doesburg

1883 - 1931| Dutch | De Stijl
A painter, designer, writer, and theorist.
Founded De Stijl, promoted it around
Europe, and had a notable influence on
the Bauhaus.

Jan Van Toorn

1932 - | Design Activism
Dutch designer & critic, he
uses design to comment
on modern day issues,
subverts media messages
using gorilla like tactics.
Believes that established
graphic symbolism does
not represent reality.

De Stijl

Dutch style of pure
abstraction, universality,
and essentials of form
and colour. Rejection of
decorative excess of
Art Nouveau in favor of
a simple, logical style.

Gert Dumbar

1940 - | Postmodernism
Dutch designer. His studio in
The Hague was known
internationally for bringing
academic postmodern theory
to the mainstream.

Adbusters

Tibor Kalman

1962 - | Austrian | Postmodernism
Designer, strives to make work with
meaning that connects at a human
level. Disillusioned by commercialism,
his work is full of artistic license while
wittily expressing thoughtful concepts
and multiple layers of meaning.

RUSSIAN

Russian movement driven by the desire to create art that
supported the Communist cause. Aligned with industrial
production to speak to the working people and discarded the
notion of fine art associated with the oppressive bourgious.
The style influenced many others seeking functionalist form.

1891-1956 | Constructivist
Used high contrast, bold colour, and strong
geometric forms to spread concepts of
constructivist functionality to soviet society.

1956 - | Grunge
Designer’s work known as
expressive deconstruction,
gave expressive effect
precedence over legibility.
Created a new standard of
decorative energy.

Distinctive style of geometric forms, bold typography, flat
colour, diagonal composition, typophoto, and photomontage.

Katherine McCoy
Saul Bass

AMERICAN

David Carson

Constructivism

Aleksandr Rodchenko

1920-1996 | Postmodernism
Graphic designer made film
poster design a profession in
Hollywood. Used a minimalist
style while also pushing the
grid. Also designed logos for
AT&T, Bell, and Esso.

Beatrice Ward

1900-1969 | New Typography
Worked for the Monotype Corporation.
Practitioner and promoter of functionalism.
Stated optimal typography is like a Crystal
Goblet - beautifully built, yet transparent.

Paul Rand

Museum of Modern Art

Est. 1929 | Contemporary Design
Established in New York as an
institution dedicated exclusively to
the modern arts, it has played a vital
role in the United States ever since.

1948 - | Postmodernism
Known for her expressive typographic
designs, she became the first female
partner at Pentagram in 1991.

Univers

SWISS

GERMAN

Walter Gropius

1883-1969 | Bauhaus
First director of the famous school
and is largely to thank for it’s survival
during the turbulant political climate.

Laszlo Maholy-Nagy

FRENCH

1885-1946 | New Type.
Influenced the Bauhaus.
Saw the importance of
technology in future design
practice. Founded the
New Bauhaus in Chicago.

1834-1896
Arts & Crafts
Design theorist
& practitioner, he
founded several
firms dedicated the
values of A&C.

ENGLISH

William Caslon

1692-1766 | Typographer
Founded Caslon type
foundry, creating over 200
typefaces including
‘Caslon’ - the most
Influential type-face ever
produced in England.

CULTURAL
& TECHNICAL
EVENTS

1600

References:

1700

1706-1775 | Typographer
‘Baskerville’ typeface seen as
experimental and at the time.

Arts & Crafts

Valued aesthetic beauty, quality workmanship, and rejected the poor quality mass production of the
Industrial Revolution. They argued for decorative arts for all social classes, saying that art should be
incorporated into everyday urban environments throuh the creation of beautiful functional objects.
Celebration of past craftsmanship influenced the style with intricate patterns and embellishment.

The term refers to the shift from
static webpages to dynamic ones
The introduction
that facilitates more interaction.
of the web
During this time, design potential
browser created
increases as browser capabilities
a new medium
were added. More attention is
to design for,
given to facilitating interactive
although it was
features and to keeping up with
limited in its
the increasing expectations of
layout capabiliusers. Design is aimed at creating
ties. Static pages
rich visual online experiences that
and tables were
seem technologically current or
commonly used.
even one step ahead.

1941 - | New Wave
Self-taught, was one of the first to
abandon strict principles of Swiss style.
As teacher at Kunstgewerbeschule, he
lead students to explore layout and
type more freely.

Responsive Design

As more devices come on to the
market that utilize the web, more
focus has been placed on accommodating for the various formats.
Design aesthetic is returning to the
modernist principles of ‘form
follows function.’

1850

Industrial Revolution

In Europe, industry shifted to mass
production in urban areas, creating new
products to sell to the growing population.
New technology, like the steam-driven
press, lead to cheap, mass printing.

1870

1880

1890

1900

1905

1910

invented by Robert
Barclay in England. Inked
image is transferred or
(offset) from a plate to a
rubber blanket, then to
the printing surface.

Invented by Alois Senefelde. Based on the
repulsion of oil and water, this printing method
uses a sheet of stone to transfer ink to the page.

Cramsie, Patrick. The Story Of Graphic Design, From The Invention Of Writing To The Birth Of Digital Design. New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2010. Print.

1915

1920

WWI
The profession of

graphic design

was gradually established
in Europe as the task of
designing printed material
became separated from
the task of printing it.

War countries
made poster
art to justify,
honor, and
recruit. Strong
messaging and
vibrant images
expanded the
artist’s role in
war.

Eskilson, Stephen. Graphic Design, A New History. 1. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007. Print.

1925

1930

1935

1940

Punk

1957 - | Postmodernism
One of the most sought after
designers in Europe during the
80s. Popular covers for albums
and magazines shook up the
UK art scene.

Designed by Stanley Morison for The
Times in London. As a Monotype consultant, he had a big influence on England’s
continued use of traditional serif typefaces
during the serge of International Style.

Offset Printing

Lithography

Neville Brody

Times New Roman

This era saw a rush of print material being produced, much of which was
put together by job printers with little training on page layout. Typography
experienced a huge surge of inventivness, welcoming a wide assortment
of decorative styles. Fat faces, script faces, 3D faces, floral faces galore!

1825

Web Design 2.0

A broad international style that was
geometric & decorative, celebrating
the machine age. Came to symbolize
modern living and elegant life-style.

Victorian

1800

Web
Design 1.0

Art Deco

William Morris

John Baskerville

Journal founded by Muller-Brockmann and
others. Articles spoke to major tenets of ‘Swiss
style’ and was responsible for establishing
Switzerland as the center of the movement.

Founded in Wiemar, it initially was a school of ‘Art
and Craft.' Later relocated to Dessau in 1925 and
changed is mantra to ’Art and Industry - a New
Unity', marking it‘s shift to align with technology.
Established pure functionalism and rational design.

1900-1985 | Bauhaus
Instructor at the Bauhaus. Strove to
revolutionize typography based on
his modernist principles.

Software allowing for
easy DIY design has
also lead to low quality
work saturating much of
the visual invironment.

Neue Grafik

Wolfgang Weingart

Bauhaus

Herbert Bayer

1864-1901 | Art Nouveau
Elevated the status of
posters to fine-art.
Known for his Moulin
Art Nouveau
Rouge compositions.
A reactionary movement to the new industrial urban world. Wanted to unify design arts
using basic stylistic principles, creating visual harmony in the chaotic urban environment.
Sought to celebrate urban life with fresh new styles. Generally incorporates expressive
organic form, curvilinear rhythm, & sensual atmosphere.

1836-1933
Art Nouveau
The most influential
poster designer of
18th century with
over 1000 originals.

Est 1713 | Type Foundry
Pioneered ‘Modern’ style
typography. Developed the
point system. Known for
‘Didot’.

Considered to be the second wave of
Swiss typography, it abandoned many of
the rules guiding International Style to
view type from new, fresh angles,
bringing art back to the practice.

Henri De
Toulouse-Lautrec

Jules Cheret

Didot Foundry

Est. 1993 | Technology Aesthetic
Celebrated coming technology utopia
and used visuals to support it. Bright
fluorescent colours and chaotic layering
created a kinetic energy symbolizing
the potential of the digital world.

New Typography

Typeface designed by
Berthold Foundry would later
predominate International
Style graphic design.

Products moving to
digital formats have left
designers with less real
estate to design.

Wired Magazine

International System of
Typographic Picture
Education.

Based on a clear realization of purpose, it
called for total clarity in typography.
Believed in omitting everything that was
unnecessary and that type should never
sacrifice purpose to form. Had a large
influence on the Bauhaus.

Consumers are increasingly becoming the
creators of the content
they consume through
social production. People
prefer results from mass
consensus rather than
crafted messages from
designers & copywriters.

Pursuing a technologically
informed aesthetic, designers used
visual references to science fiction,
video games, and digitalism. The
style was reductive, textureless,
and clean to resemble the digital,
calculated world. Saw the introduction of techno-type, inspired by the
pixel based displays of screens.

Isotype

Akzidenz Grotesk

DIY

Technology Aesthetic

Est. 1983 | Postmodernism
Founded by 3 Dutch expatriates, it was a
total reaction against International Style,
with compositions out of torn photos and
typewriter text to demonstrate a return
to experimentation in graphic design.

New Wave

Latin for ‘Switzerland’, it was designed by Max
Miedinger for Eduard Hoffmann at the Haas Type
Foundry. Became the icon of International Style
and a fixture in graphic design.

1900-1988 | Isotype
Artist who first developed Isotype,
creating over 4000 pictograms that
are still commonly used today.

1882-1945 | Isotype
Theorist in info design, urban
planning and communication.
Worked to develop Isotype.

Visual language is constantly evolving with developing technology and communication
methods as well as with the increase of ideas being shared between people from
various cultures and backgrounds.

Emigre Magazine

Helvetica

Gerd Arntz

The fierce opposition to modernist principles
brought new modern tenets to the surface to be
critically examined and addressed.

Globalization of the world economy has required design and communication to adapt
to a new way of sharing information. Standardization, usability, accessibility, and
accommodating for diversity in order to make the flow of information as seamless as
possible have become dominant design practices. Software advancements have
created new possibilities in design, creating a dramatic new variety of forms as well
as new fields in the industry, like motion graphics and interactive design.

GLOBAL

1914-1996 | International Style
Graphic designer, illustrator, exhibition
and stage designer. Applied the grid
system to Swiss typography and
dedicated his life work to finding
timeless objective methods of
communication.

Celebration of the ragged, disheveled, chaotic, & broken. Associated
with grunge music scene in Seattle.
Use of overprinting, fragmentation,
'decoration', clutter, and illegibility.

Universal Design

The self-conscious rejection of International Style by
professional designers created a new stream of
design theory and practice. Maintaining the focus of
individualism, it doesn’t try to be any one style, but
rather argues that there are many different
approaches to design, one no better than the other.

Following Switzerland's neutral position in WWII, International style, AKA ‘Swiss Style,’ emerged
with a focus on neutral functionalism, pulling from New Typography and Constructivism but leaving
behind the politics. Accepted as representational of the modern age, the striking aesthetic was
adopted around the world for commercial communication because it’s universality was good for
business promotions. The style remains as a fixture in contemporary design. It’s major tenets are the
use of the grid, sans-serif typefaces, functionalism, minimalism, and rationalism.

Josef Müller-Brockmann

Grunge

Mature Postmodernism

International Style

Designed by Adrian Frutiger for the
Deberny & Peignot Type Foundry.
Released with an innovative diagram to
explain the various weights and widths.

Otto Neurath

Reacting against the authority and commercialism, the
subculture movement in UK & USA touted destructive
nihilism and independence, fostering an equally radical
graphic style. Found appeal in the use of low quality
technology like type-writers and photocopiers because
they underscored the urgency of their messages &
being ‘for the people, by the people’.

Young counterculture movement lead to
extremely expressive design. Visual trips
from psychedelic drugs inspired the style.

The booming industry post WWII called for effective advertising. United
States adopted International Style for it’s efficiency & professional
neutrality. Considered to be the ‘golden age’ of the corporate logo, the era
welcomed some of the most familiar trademarks of the century.

1930 - | International Style
His scientific mind lent him to creating
a rational, systematic approach to
graphic design. Wrote the cult classic
‘Designing Programmes’ in 1964.
1902-1974 | New Typography
Influenced by the Bauhaus, stated that
'form' must be created out of
‘function’.

Punk

Psychedelic

Corporate Identity

Karl Gerstner

Jan Tschichold

Design Activism
Manifesto written by Ken
Garland and signed by dozens of
prominent graphic designers, it
addressed the discontent for the
profession being exploited by
advertising. Provoked serious
critical thought about the role of
graphic designers in culture.

Designers looking for an alternative to International
Style sought to bring new life to historical styles being
deemed obsolete. Aiming for Individualism, designers
embraced elements of various styles but without the
ideology, using and mixing them indiscriminately.

Paula Scher

1929 - | Early Postmodernism
Founded push pin studio in New York.
Firm rejected Swiss rationalism and
celebrated past design styles creating
it’s own design vocabulary.

First Things First

Early Postmodernism

1945 - | Postmodernism
Lead the Cranbrook Academy of Art to
re-explore expressionism in design.
Thought design should represent the
complexity of life that it represents

Milton Glaser

1914-1996 | Corporate Identity
Graphic Designer’s name became equated
with the movement. His famous logos include
IBM, Westinghouse, CBS, and UPS. Taught at
Yale University from 1956-93.

Design Activism

The movement saw the rise of activists using design as a medium to spread their message. Use of
striking visuals with hard hitting copy proved effective in campaigning. Anti-war, social commentary,
anti-consumerism, environmentalists, and anti-violence activists have found voices through design.
Creative forms of dissemination emerged such as guerrilla advertising and culture-jamming.

El Lissitzky

1890-1941 | Constructivist
Theorist and practitioner, he traveled
frequently, promoting his ideas across
Europe and the US, involving himself
in many industry projects.

1989 - | Canadian | Design Activism
Founded by Kalle Lasn in Vancouver, the
activist magazine voices the views of
anti-consumerists & culture-jammers.
Outspoken and political, the non-profit,
advertising-free publication pushes for
radical reform to capitalist society.

Stefan Sagmeister

1949 - | Hungarian | Postmodernism
Founder of M&Co. in NYC, the selftaught designer embraced political
activism. Work is intended to exist
on a conceptual level rather than a
technical/aesthetic one

1945

1950

1955

1960

WWII

Propaganda posters
flooded the streets
calling citizens to
action in war efforts.
The Nazis obsessive
control of national
design & symbolism
politicisized an entire
aesthetic that will be
forever associated
with them.

Heller, Steven, and Seymour Chwast. Graphic Style, From Victorian To Digital. New Edition New York: Harry N Abrams Inc, 2000. Print.

1965

Largely present in the UK as well as America

1970

1975

1980

1985

Apple Macintosh

Graphic design

became more recognized
as a profession in America
with the rise of the
advertising industry.

unveiled the personal
computer. It was released
with key features, like the
Adobe Illustrator and
Photoshop programs, that
would make it the standard
tool for graphic designers.

Hollis, R. Swiss graphic design, the origins and growth of an international style, 1920-1965. Laurence King Publishing, 2008. Print.

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

World Wide Web

With internet came the development of the world wide web. Web browsers allowed
the web to be quickly adopted into the homes, and eventually into the hands, of the
masses. Access to online content lead to rapid increase in the sharing of information
and global communication. It meant that designers now easily worked on a global
level, and thus have to take that into consideration of their design practice.

Armstrong, Helen. Graphic Design Theory, Readings From The Field. New York: Princeton Architectural Pr, 2009. Print.

